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n an unprecedented
move, the COVID-19
pandemic has caused the
International Olympic
Committee to delay the
summer games until next year.
Barring any future complications or delays, more than 11,000
elite athletes from more than 200
nations will assemble in Tokyo
and some of them will travel
more than 10,000 miles just to
compete. Fortunately, they re
used to it. Between tournaments,
speaking engagements, business
meetings and media appearances, Olympians must be as
adept at crossing time zones as
they are at crossing finish lines.
It isn t easy. When your body
is your job, however, there s no
such thing as vacation.
Staying fit while traveling
is one of the most challenging
obstacles I face, says freestyle
skier David Wise, who won
gold medals in the men s
freeski halfpipe at the Sochi
Winter Olympics in 2014 and the
Pyeongchang Winter Olympics
in 2018. Traveling messes up
your routine and disrupts
your sleep patterns, and the
added fatigue makes it nearly
impossible to find the motivation
to work out.
Yes, it can be a challenge, but
if Olympians can train in transit,
so can you. It all comes down to
motivation, Wise says. Staying
healthy and fit while traveling is
difficult, but not impossible; you
just have to convince yourself
that your health is worth the
extra effort. It also helps if
you re staying somewhere that
puts fitness at your fingertips.
Whether you re an elite athlete
or a recovering couch potato,
heeding this advice and resting
your head at these hotels will
help you keep fitness on your
travel itinerary:
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I typically pack protein bars,
peanut butter and trail mix
because I eat those at home and
they typically hit all the boxes
I need to check during the day:
protein, carbs, sugars.”

EQUINOX HOTEL

ARIA RESORT & CASINO

HOTEL X

THE WESTIN HAPUNA BEACH RESORT
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Travel
in ‘Class’

A Walk in
the Park

Bring your swimsuit. Most
hotels have a pool or sauna
(and) swimming is a great way to
have a relaxing but solid workout.”
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL SILICON VALLEY

THE HOTEL AT MIDTOWN

THE BEVERLY HILTON

HILTON AUSTIN
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